A U T H O R'S I N T R O D U C T I O N
The King's Book of Numerology 4 – Intermediate Principles

Since I have been passionately, without pause, researching, studying, teaching, and writing about
numerology from the beginning of my journey in 1980, I am ever amazed at the perfect synchronicity
between life and numbers. It has been a transformative adventure, moving me from the world of
mundane delusion to the eternal reality of a Power so incredibly vast it is impossible to comprehend.
Call this Power what you will – God, Source, Spirit, Creator, or whatever – it does not matter. The fact
is that this Power is irrefutably real, and anyone seriously involved in numerology – the science of
numeric coding – will be helpless to do anything but confirm its existence, corroborating the
observations of three of the greatest minds of recorded history – Pythagoras, Newton, and Einstein.

Numbers rule the universe. Everything is arranged according
to number and mathematical shape. ~ Pythagoras

God created everything by number, weight, and measure. It is the perfection
of God's works that they are all done with the greatest simplicity.
He is the God of order and not of confusion. ~ Newton

Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced
that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the Universe - a spirit vastly
superior to that of man and one in the face of which we, with
our modest powers, must feel humble. ~ Einstein
Yes, I know you've read this before in other King's Numerologytm works, but I feel it is essential to
keep driving the point home until it becomes a living reality within the molecular structure of every
human being on the planet (a little grandiose, obviously, but you get the picture).
In my teaching experience spanning five decades, I have learned the vitally important principle of
repetition. Saying or demonstrating something once or twice does not ingrain the concept adequately
enough to ensure assimilation, integration, and subsequent application of the knowledge imparted. It

takes constant, relentless, hammering to mold the blade to perfection. Hence, this won't be the last time
this message is repeated.
In this journey I have become inexplicably grateful and forever humbled. To be given the
knowledge of numerology and the opportunity to share it with others is a gift beyond and without
compare. It is also a responsibility and duty I do not take lightly. To have students with whom to
interact is the gift of gifts. Of what value is knowledge if it cannot be shared with others for their benefit
and the expansion of that knowledge, especially knowledge that is not only transformative but
revolutionary.
One of the most potent benefits of the science of numeric coding is that it destroys the delusions
and illusions keeping us chained to a material, mundane, myopic, limited mindset and consciousness.
Once we understand the truths of numerology we'll never be the same again, can never be the same
again, any more than a child can return to the same womb or a snake can return to its old skin. In effect,
we transcend what has been, moving ever closer to the reality of what is.
Another repetitive thought. Although the King's Numerologytm is an eponymous appellation, its
truth lies in the grand reality that there is only one King and that King is the Power of powers, the
Creator of all, i.e., God. Personally, I have created nothing; am responsible for nothing; claim no credit
for anything. Whatever has ostensibly come from me has truthfully come through me. Of this I am
completely aware.
In this Volume 4 of The King's Book of Numerology, we explore powerful concepts of linkage,
stacking, IR Set formats, common names, name suffixes, binary capsets, dual components, subcap
challenges, and much more. These intermediate principles offer increased depth of knowledge that will
help clarify life's realities, thus expanding one's knowledge and consciousness in the eternal struggle to
illuminate and demonstrate the truth of life and destiny.

Yours in the Consciousness of Divine Oneness,

Richard Andrew King

